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AgendaAgenda
8:30 a.m.    - 9:00 a.m. Registration and Distribution of Training Materials
9:00 a.m.    - 9:30 a.m. Welcome/Blessing/Introductions/Overview
9:30 a.m.    - 10:30 a.m. California Tribes as Governments/Data Collection
10:30 a.m.   - 10:45 a.m. BREAK
10:45 a.m.   - 12:00 p.m. Safety Issues

–Driver, Passenger & Pedestrian - CHP, Other Police
–Vehicle Equipment - CHP
–Roadways - CALTRANS & BIA
–Policies - Tribal, County, City & State Officials
–Public Education and Outreach - NIJC

12:00 p.m.   - 1:00 p.m. LUNCH (on your own)
1:00 p.m.    - 2:30 p.m. Safety Issues (continued) 
2:30 p.m.    - 2:45 p.m. BREAK
2:45 p.m.    - 4:30 p.m. Round Table (Issues Discussed or Missed)
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Training EvaluationTraining Evaluation

•• To evaluate the effectiveness of the Safety To evaluate the effectiveness of the Safety 
Outreach Curriculum, we ask that you complete Outreach Curriculum, we ask that you complete 
a a ““prepre--testtest”” prior to the training.prior to the training.

•• The preThe pre--test contains statements.  We would like test contains statements.  We would like 
you to read the statement and then place an X in you to read the statement and then place an X in 
the box that corresponds to your response to the box that corresponds to your response to 
the statement.the statement.

•• We will give you a We will give you a ““postpost--testtest”” and the end of the and the end of the 
training. training. 



Safe Journeys in Safe Journeys in 
California Indian CountryCalifornia Indian Country

Project Objectives:Project Objectives:
1.1. Develop a transportation safety curriculum for CaliforniaDevelop a transportation safety curriculum for California’’s s 

tribal communities;tribal communities;
2.2. Conduct three statewide training sessions on or near target Conduct three statewide training sessions on or near target 

communities;communities;
3.3. Develop a companion Develop a companion PowerpointPowerpoint presentation on driver, presentation on driver, 

passenger and pedestrian safety issues; and passenger and pedestrian safety issues; and 
4.4. Develop a library of transportation safety resources for loan Develop a library of transportation safety resources for loan 

to tribes.to tribes.
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Target Tribal Communities in Target Tribal Communities in 
Modoc CountyModoc County

•• The roads from the table are The roads from the table are 
on or near:on or near:
–– Alturas (299) Alturas (299) 
–– Cedarville (299)Cedarville (299)
–– Ft. Bidwell (395)Ft. Bidwell (395)
–– Likely (395)Likely (395)
–– Lookout (299)Lookout (299)
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Target Tribal Communities in Target Tribal Communities in 
Trinity  and Humboldt CountiesTrinity  and Humboldt Counties

•• The roads from The roads from 
the table are on or the table are on or 
near:near:
–– Blue Lake (299)Blue Lake (299)
–– Hoopa (96, 169, Hoopa (96, 169, 

299)299)
–– Yurok  (96, 169)Yurok  (96, 169)
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Target Tribal CommunitiesTarget Tribal Communities

•• The roads from the table are The roads from the table are 
on or near:on or near:
–– Los Coyotes (79)Los Coyotes (79)
–– Santa Ysabel (79)Santa Ysabel (79)
–– Mesa Grande (79)Mesa Grande (79)
–– Inaja Cosmit (79)Inaja Cosmit (79)
–– Jamul (94)Jamul (94)
–– Campo (94)Campo (94)
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What is Transportation What is Transportation 
Safety Education?Safety Education?

•• Safety education is not necessarily Safety education is not necessarily 
about isolating children, young about isolating children, young 
people and adults from all potential people and adults from all potential 
motor vehicle hazards but it is motor vehicle hazards but it is 
about equipping them to deal with about equipping them to deal with 
situations safely.situations safely.



California Tribal California Tribal 
CommunitiesCommunities
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California California 
Tribal LandsTribal Lands
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Historical SnapshotsHistorical Snapshots

•• Mission SystemMission System
•• 1851 1851 —— 18 18 unratifiedunratified treatiestreaties—— 139 signatories139 signatories

–– Treaties were never ratified, Treaties were never ratified, 
–– Put under Injunction of Secrecy until 1905.Put under Injunction of Secrecy until 1905.

•• California Land Claims Act California Land Claims Act 
•• Landless California IndiansLandless California Indians

–– Villages destroyed, homeland taken overVillages destroyed, homeland taken over
•• The Gold RushThe Gold Rush
•• Appropriation Act of 1906Appropriation Act of 1906

–– Money to buy land for landless California Indians (82) Money to buy land for landless California Indians (82) 
Rancherias put in trust.Rancherias put in trust.
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Early California Laws Impacting Early California Laws Impacting 
California IndiansCalifornia Indians

•• 1850 1850 –– 1865 1865 -- Act for the Government and Protection of Act for the Government and Protection of 
Indians and related amendmentsIndians and related amendments
–– Facilitated removal of Indians from their traditional lands, Facilitated removal of Indians from their traditional lands, 

separating at least a generation of children and adults from theseparating at least a generation of children and adults from their ir 
families, languages and cultures.families, languages and cultures.

•• Multiple accounts published in newspapers concerning kidnapping Multiple accounts published in newspapers concerning kidnapping and and 
selling of Indian children.selling of Indian children.

–– Provided for Provided for ““apprenticingapprenticing”” or indenturing of Indian children or indenturing of Indian children 
and adults to and adults to ““Whites.Whites.””

–– Punished Punished ““vagrantvagrant”” Indians by hiring them out to the highest Indians by hiring them out to the highest 
bidder at public auction, if no bail produced by Indian.bidder at public auction, if no bail produced by Indian.

–– Prohibited Indians from testifying against whites in court.Prohibited Indians from testifying against whites in court.
•• See CA Research Bureau reports at www.library.ca.gov.See CA Research Bureau reports at www.library.ca.gov.
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Early California Laws Impacting Early California Laws Impacting 
California IndiansCalifornia Indians

•• 1851 1851 –– 1859 1859 -- Expeditions against the Indians Expeditions against the Indians 
(California Militias) (California Militias) 
–– Under the state constitution and militia laws, Under the state constitution and militia laws, 

California governors ordered local sheriffs to California governors ordered local sheriffs to 
organize the men to conduct the Expeditions against organize the men to conduct the Expeditions against 
the Indians.the Indians.

–– California legislature passed 27 laws concerning California legislature passed 27 laws concerning 
Expeditions with total claims submitted amounting Expeditions with total claims submitted amounting 
to $1,293,179.20.to $1,293,179.20.
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Tribal SovereigntyTribal Sovereignty

•• A Working Definition of SovereigntyA Working Definition of Sovereignty
–– The right to make your own laws and to be governed by those The right to make your own laws and to be governed by those 

laws.laws.

•• Tribal Sovereignty includes an internal and an external Tribal Sovereignty includes an internal and an external 
component:component:

External Sovereignty Includes:External Sovereignty Includes:

•• Right to enter into treaties with Right to enter into treaties with 
nations other than the U.S.nations other than the U.S.

Internal Sovereignty Includes:Internal Sovereignty Includes:

••Right to make laws, enforce Right to make laws, enforce 
laws and interpret laws;laws and interpret laws;

••Right to determine membershipRight to determine membership
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GovernmentGovernment

Legislative Branch
U.S. Congress

Article I
Creates Law

Executive Branch
U.S. President

Article II
Enforces Law

Judicial Branch
U.S. Federal Courts

Article III
Interprets Law

U.S. Constitution
Branches of

Federal Government

Judicial Branch
U.S. Federal Courts

Article III
Interprets Law

Legislative Branch
Tribal Council
Creates Law

Executive Branch
Chairman/Council

Enforces Law

Branches of
Tribal Government



Public Law 280Public Law 280
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Types of JurisdictionTypes of Jurisdiction

Jurisdiction

Civil Jurisdiction
Plaintiff v. Defendant

Offense against Person
Fines, Injunctions

Criminal Jurisdiction
Government v. Defendant

Offense against Community
Prison, Fine, Injunctions

Civil Regulatory
Gov’t Agency v. Person

Civil Adjudicatory
Person v. Person
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Civil v. Criminal JurisdictionCivil v. Criminal Jurisdiction

•• Civil JurisdictionCivil Jurisdiction

–– People v. PeoplePeople v. People
–– Plaintiff v. DefendantPlaintiff v. Defendant
–– Kramer v. KramerKramer v. Kramer
–– Estate of Nicole B. Estate of Nicole B. 

Simpson v. O.J. SimpsonSimpson v. O.J. Simpson

–– Person commits crime Person commits crime 
against another personagainst another person

–– Fine, InjunctionsFine, Injunctions

•• Criminal JurisdictionCriminal Jurisdiction

–– Government v. PerpetratorGovernment v. Perpetrator
–– State (U.S.) v. DefendantState (U.S.) v. Defendant
–– U.S. v. U.S. v. KagamaKagama
–– The People v. O.J. SimpsonThe People v. O.J. Simpson
–– Person commits crime Person commits crime 

against the communityagainst the community
–– Prison, Fine, InjunctionsPrison, Fine, Injunctions
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Assertion of JurisdictionAssertion of Jurisdiction

•• To establish valid jurisdiction over a case, the court To establish valid jurisdiction over a case, the court 
must establish:must establish:
–– Personal JurisdictionPersonal Jurisdiction

•• Persons or parties to the case are subject to the personal Persons or parties to the case are subject to the personal 
jurisdiction of the tribal court by presence, agreement or jurisdiction of the tribal court by presence, agreement or 
statute.statute.

–– Subject Matter JurisdictionSubject Matter Jurisdiction
•• Dispute is addressed by existing tribal law.Dispute is addressed by existing tribal law.

–– Territorial or Territorial or In In RemRem JurisdictionJurisdiction
•• The property, if any, related to the dispute is within the The property, if any, related to the dispute is within the 

jurisdiction of the tribe.                                      jurisdiction of the tribe.                                      
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Civil Regulatory v. Criminal ProhibitoryCivil Regulatory v. Criminal Prohibitory

What sort of jurisdiction may the States assert?What sort of jurisdiction may the States assert?

Intent of the LawIntent of the Law
||

Conduct/ActConduct/Act
/              /              \\

Prohibitory            RegulatoryProhibitory            Regulatory
(generally, criminal law)           (generally, civil regulatory(generally, criminal law)           (generally, civil regulatory))

/                                      /                                      \\
State State JurisJuris if act                   Tribal if act                   Tribal JurisJuris if tribal laws if tribal laws 

violates state public policy             consistent w/ State violates state public policy             consistent w/ State 
LawLaw
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Indian Civil Rights ActIndian Civil Rights Act

–– Applies to Applies to ““Any PersonAny Person””
–– Variations between ICRA and Bill of Rights:Variations between ICRA and Bill of Rights:

•• U.S. Constitution guarantees a freedom from the U.S. Constitution guarantees a freedom from the 
establishment of religion; ICRA does not.establishment of religion; ICRA does not.

•• U.S. Constitution guarantees the right to bear arms and to U.S. Constitution guarantees the right to bear arms and to 
quarter troops in times of war.quarter troops in times of war.

•• ICRA provides for assistance of counsel during criminal case ICRA provides for assistance of counsel during criminal case 
AT THE EXPENSE OF THE DEFENDANT.AT THE EXPENSE OF THE DEFENDANT.

•• Limitation on Sentence ImposedLimitation on Sentence Imposed
•• Minimum Number of Jury MembersMinimum Number of Jury Members



Why Should California Why Should California 
Tribal Communities be Tribal Communities be 

Concerned about Concerned about 
Transportation Safety?Transportation Safety?
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CDC Center for Injury PreventionCDC Center for Injury Prevention

•• Motor vehicle crashes and pedestrianMotor vehicle crashes and pedestrian--related related 
injury were the injury were the leading causes of leading causes of 
unintentional injuryunintentional injury--related death among related death among 
Native American adults 20 years and olderNative American adults 20 years and older..

•• Adult motor vehicleAdult motor vehicle--related death rates for related death rates for 
Native Americans were more than Native Americans were more than twicetwice that of that of 
whites and almost whites and almost twicetwice that of blacks (CDC that of blacks (CDC 
2003).2003).
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CDC Center for Injury PreventionCDC Center for Injury Prevention

•• Adult pedestrian death rates for Native Adult pedestrian death rates for Native 
Americans were almost Americans were almost three and onethree and one--half timeshalf times
that of whites and twice that of blacks (CDC that of whites and twice that of blacks (CDC 
2003). 2003). 

•• Among Native Americans 19 years and younger, Among Native Americans 19 years and younger, 
motor vehicle crashes were the motor vehicle crashes were the leading cause leading cause 
of injuryof injury--related death,related death, followed by suicide, followed by suicide, 
homicide, drowning, and fires. homicide, drowning, and fires. 
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Fatal Motor Vehicle CrasheFatal Motor Vehicle Crashes s 
on Indian Reservationon Indian Reservationss

Recent Report  
FARS Data from 1975 – 2002
DOT HS 809-777 
April 2004
Author: Keith Poindexter
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FatalitiesFatalities

On Indian Reservations in the U.S. between 1975 and 
2002 …

5,962 fatal motor vehicle crashes 
213 fatal crashes per year. 
7,093 lives lost 
253 fatalities per year. 

Fatalities by Race (1999 – 2002) 
69 % were American Indian 
31 % were Other Races
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Fatal Crashes on Tribal LandsFatal Crashes on Tribal Lands

From 1975 – 2002: The number of fatal 
motor vehicle crashes that occurred on 
roads within Indian reservations 
increased by 52.5 percent, compared to 
a decrease of 2.2 percent in the number of 
fatal crashes in the nation. 
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Single Vehicle v. Multiple VehiclesSingle Vehicle v. Multiple Vehicles

• Almost three fourths 
(73%) of the fatal 
crashes on 
reservations were 
single vehicle 
crashes while just 
over one half(58%) of 
the crashes in the 
nation involved one 
vehicle. 

73%

58%

26%

41%

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%

Single Vehicle Multiple Vehicles

Reservations U.S.
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Who was Fatally Injured?Who was Fatally Injured?

• Of the fatally injured in 
these crashes;
– 3,322 (47%) were drivers; 
– 2,717 (38%)were 

passengers; 
– 1,001 (14%) were 

pedestrians; and
– (1%) unknown/other.

Drivers
47%

Passengers
38%

Pedestrians
14%

Unknown
1%

Drivers
Passengers
Pedestrians
Unknown
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Driver FatalitiesDriver Fatalities

• The percentage of drivers killed in 
crashes on reservations (47%) is 
much lower than the percentage of 
drivers killed in crashes in the 
nation (58%).
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Fatalities by Age GroupFatalities by Age Group

• 63 percent of all people 
killed in crashes on 
reservations were under 
35 years of age 
compared to 57 percent 
of all crash fatalities in 
the nation belonging to 
the same, under 35, age 
group.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Under 35 Over 35

Reservation
U.S.
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Fatalities by Age GroupFatalities by Age Group

• One third (33%) of driver fatalities 
on reservations were under 25 
years of age which is about the 
same as the proportion of driver 
fatalities in the nation (31%). 
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Passenger FatalitiesPassenger Fatalities

• The percentage of passengers killed 
in crashes on reservations (38%) is 
much higher than the percentage 
of passengers killed in crashes in 
the nation (26%).
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Collisions on California State Highways near Collisions on California State Highways near 
Native American Reservations (1999Native American Reservations (1999--2001)2001)

1818171711131312121132325.0/9.9995.0/9.9999696HumboldtHumboldt

Persons Killed and InjuredPersons Killed and InjuredNumber of CollisionsNumber of Collisions

4694694614618831531530730788673673TotalTotal

273273270270331841841811813337437410.0/R19.99910.0/R19.9999494San DiegoSan Diego

1111111100888800141425.0/29.99925.0/29.9997979San DiegoSan Diego

88771155441121215.0/R19.9995.0/R19.999395395ModocModoc

777700333300770.0/4.990.0/4.99299299ModocModoc

4444434311343433331165650.0/11.5290.0/11.529299299TrinityTrinity

777700555500191938.83/43.03438.83/43.034299299HumboldtHumboldt

1414141400888800141423.09/R44.97823.09/R44.9789696HumboldtHumboldt

767674742246464444221031030.0/23.0890.0/23.0899696HumboldtHumboldt

333300333300111113.2/33.83913.2/33.839169169HumboldtHumboldt

88880066660013130.0/3.5200.0/3.520169169Del NorteDel Norte

Killed + Killed + 
InjuredInjured

InjuredInjuredKilledKilledFatal + Fatal + 
InjuryInjury

InjuryInjuryFatalFatalTotalTotalPost Mile Post Mile 
LocationLocationRouteRouteCountyCounty



Driving Under the Driving Under the 
InfluenceInfluence
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The Cost of The Cost of DUIsDUIs

•• Each year, alcoholEach year, alcohol--related crashes in the United States related crashes in the United States 
cost about cost about $51 billion$51 billion ((BlincoeBlincoe et al. 2002). et al. 2002). 

•• Most drinking and driving episodes go undetected. In Most drinking and driving episodes go undetected. In 
2004, about 1.4 million drivers were arrested for driving 2004, about 1.4 million drivers were arrested for driving 
under the influence of alcohol or narcotics under the influence of alcohol or narcotics 
(Department of Justice, 2005). (Department of Justice, 2005). 
–– ThatThat’’s less than one percent of the 159 million selfs less than one percent of the 159 million self--reported reported 

episodes of alcoholepisodes of alcohol––impaired driving among U.S. adults each impaired driving among U.S. adults each 
year (Quinlan et al. 2005).year (Quinlan et al. 2005).
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Cry the EagleCry the Eagle
A Call to Drive Sober and SafeA Call to Drive Sober and Safe

KRON 4 News ClipKRON 4 News Clip
Cost of Cost of DUIsDUIs in Californiain California



Education and OutreachEducation and Outreach
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We Know What Has WorkedWe Know What Has Worked
Interventions to Increase Child Safety Seat Laws

• Child safety seat laws Strongly Recommended

• Distribution and education programs Strongly Recommended

• Community wide info. and enhanced enforcement campaigns Recommended

• Incentive and education programs Recommended

Interventions to Increase the Use of Safety Belts

•Safety Belt use Laws Strongly Recommended

•Primary Enforcement Laws (vs. secondary) Strongly Recommended

•Enhanced enforcement programs Strongly Recommended

Interventions to Reduce Alcohol Impaired Driving

•0.08% BAC laws Strongly Recommended

•Minimum legal drinking age laws Strongly Recommended

•Sobriety Checkpoints Strongly Recommended

•Lower BAC for young on inexperienced drivers Recommended
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Teen Drivers Programs: Teen Drivers Programs: 
What Works?What Works?

• Traditional driver education is insufficient for reducing the 
high risk of teen crashes (Mayhew & Simpson, pp. ii3–ii8).

• Traditional driver education provides classroom training about 
the rules of the road and a few hours of behind-the-wheel 
training. 

• Research suggests that this approach is not effective in 
reducing the crash risk among newly-licensed teen drivers. 

• Driver education programs may be improved by teaching 
psychomotor, perceptual, and cognitive skills that are critical for 
safe driving, and by addressing inexperience, risky behaviors, and 
other age-related factors that increase the crash risk among 
young drivers. 

• However, more research into these factors is needed!
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Teen Drivers Programs: Teen Drivers Programs: 
What Works?What Works?

•• Important risk factors highlight the need for Important risk factors highlight the need for 
graduated driver licensing (Williams & Ferguson, graduated driver licensing (Williams & Ferguson, 
pp. ii9pp. ii9––ii16).ii16).

•• Young, beginning drivers have an extremely high crash Young, beginning drivers have an extremely high crash 
risk. Certain situations pose an even greater risk such as risk. Certain situations pose an even greater risk such as 
nighttime driving and driving with teen passengers. nighttime driving and driving with teen passengers. 

•• The GDL approach requires an apprenticeship of The GDL approach requires an apprenticeship of 
planned and supervised practice, followed by a planned and supervised practice, followed by a 
provisional license that places temporary restrictions on provisional license that places temporary restrictions on 
unsupervised driving in some higherunsupervised driving in some higher--risk situations.risk situations.
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Teen Drivers Programs: Teen Drivers Programs: 
What Works?What Works?

•• Developmental characteristics of young Developmental characteristics of young 
drivers may contribute to their crash risk drivers may contribute to their crash risk 
(Arnett, pp. ii17(Arnett, pp. ii17––ii23).ii23).

•• Inexperience increases the crash risk for new Inexperience increases the crash risk for new 
drivers of all ages.  drivers of all ages.  

•• Higher crash rates may be due in part to Higher crash rates may be due in part to 
developmental factors such as peer influence, developmental factors such as peer influence, 
poor perception of risk, and high emotionality. poor perception of risk, and high emotionality. 
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Teen Drivers Programs: Teen Drivers Programs: 
What Works?What Works?

•• Greater parental involvement is needed (SimonsGreater parental involvement is needed (Simons--
Morton et al., pp. ii24Morton et al., pp. ii24––31).31).

•• A growing body of research indicates that close parental A growing body of research indicates that close parental 
management of teen drivers can lead to less risky management of teen drivers can lead to less risky 
driving behavior, fewer traffic tickets, and fewer driving behavior, fewer traffic tickets, and fewer 
crashes.  However, many parents tend to be less crashes.  However, many parents tend to be less 
involved than they could be.  involved than they could be.  

•• A recent study indicates that parents can be motivated A recent study indicates that parents can be motivated 
to increase restrictions on their newlyto increase restrictions on their newly--licensed teens, at licensed teens, at 
least during the critical first few months of licensure. A least during the critical first few months of licensure. A 
model intervention, the Checkpoint Program, led to model intervention, the Checkpoint Program, led to 
increased parental limits on teenage driving at licensure increased parental limits on teenage driving at licensure 
and three months after licensure.and three months after licensure.
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Teen Drivers Programs: Teen Drivers Programs: 
What Works?What Works?

•• Graduated Driver Licensing works Graduated Driver Licensing works 
(McKnight & Peck, pp. ii32(McKnight & Peck, pp. ii32––ii38).ii38).
GDL has consistently proven effective in GDL has consistently proven effective in 
reducing new driver crash risk. reducing new driver crash risk. 

•• It may also provide the best context for It may also provide the best context for 
improving driver education and increasing improving driver education and increasing 
parental involvement, both of which could also parental involvement, both of which could also 
reduce the crash risk for teen drivers.reduce the crash risk for teen drivers.
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Alcohol Impaired Drivers Programs: Alcohol Impaired Drivers Programs: 
What Works?What Works?

•• To further decrease alcoholTo further decrease alcohol--related fatal crashes, related fatal crashes, 
communities need to implement and enforce strategies communities need to implement and enforce strategies 
that are known to be effective, such as:that are known to be effective, such as:
–– sobriety checkpoints, sobriety checkpoints, 
–– 0.08% BAC laws, 0.08% BAC laws, 
–– minimum legal drinking age laws, minimum legal drinking age laws, 
–– "zero tolerance" laws for young drivers "zero tolerance" laws for young drivers 
–– Server intervention training programs;Server intervention training programs;
–– Mass media campaigns to reduce alcoholMass media campaigns to reduce alcohol--impaired driving; andimpaired driving; and
–– SchoolSchool--based programs health promotion programs based programs health promotion programs 
(Elder et al. 2002, (Elder et al. 2002, HowatHowat et al. 2004, et al. 2004, ShultsShults et al. 2001, et al. 2001, ShultsShults et al. 2002).et al. 2002).
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Passenger Safety Programs: Passenger Safety Programs: 
What Works?What Works?

•• All children ages 12 years and younger should ride in All children ages 12 years and younger should ride in 
the back seat, the safest part of a vehicle in the the back seat, the safest part of a vehicle in the 
event of a crashevent of a crash.  .  

•• About oneAbout one--third of the children ages 12 years and third of the children ages 12 years and 
younger who were killed in 2000 were riding in the younger who were killed in 2000 were riding in the 
front seat.  This is especially important for vehicles with front seat.  This is especially important for vehicles with 
front passengerfront passenger--side airbags.  side airbags.  

•• Riding in the back seat is associated with at least a 30% Riding in the back seat is associated with at least a 30% 
reduction in the risk of fatal injuryreduction in the risk of fatal injury in cars withoutin cars without
such airbags.  Placing children in the back seat of such airbags.  Placing children in the back seat of 
vehicles vehicles reduces this riskreduces this risk by 46%. by 46%. 
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Should Tribes Collect Crash Data?Should Tribes Collect Crash Data?

•• Data is the spring board for the direction and Data is the spring board for the direction and 
changes in transportation safety.changes in transportation safety.

•• Data collection creates an opportunity to work Data collection creates an opportunity to work 
effectively with CHP, county and local law effectively with CHP, county and local law 
enforcement to prevent and reduce highway enforcement to prevent and reduce highway 
crashes involving tribal community  members.crashes involving tribal community  members.

•• Data can provide evidence to support requests Data can provide evidence to support requests 
for funding to address tribal transportation for funding to address tribal transportation 
safety issues.safety issues.
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Sample DatabaseSample Database
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Sample Data Collection ToolsSample Data Collection Tools
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Internet ResourcesInternet Resources

•• AAA Foundation for Safety Brochures, AAA Foundation for Safety Brochures, www.aaafoundation.orgwww.aaafoundation.org
•• California Department of Transportation, California Department of Transportation, www.dot.ca.govwww.dot.ca.gov
•• California Highway Patrol, SWITRS, California Highway Patrol, SWITRS, www.chp.ca.gov/switrswww.chp.ca.gov/switrs
•• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

–– Center for Injury Prevention, Center for Injury Prevention, www.cdc.gov/ncipcwww.cdc.gov/ncipc
–– WebWeb--Based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System Based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System 

(WISQARS)(2003). Available from: URL: (WISQARS)(2003). Available from: URL: www.cdc.gov/ncipc/wisqarswww.cdc.gov/ncipc/wisqars
•• Federal Highway Administration, Federal Highway Administration, www.fha.dot.govwww.fha.dot.gov
•• National Highway Transportation Safety Administration, National Highway Transportation Safety Administration, 

www.nhtsa.dot.govwww.nhtsa.dot.gov
•• National Transportation Safety Board, National Transportation Safety Board, www.ntsb.govwww.ntsb.gov
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Transportation Concerns In California Transportation Concerns In California 
Tribal Communities SurveyTribal Communities Survey

•• Would you please participate in a short survey of Would you please participate in a short survey of 
transportation concerns in California tribal transportation concerns in California tribal 
communities.communities.

•• This survey will be made available and This survey will be made available and 
distributed online as well as mail and fax to distributed online as well as mail and fax to 
participating sites.participating sites.

•• We will use your responses to revise the survey We will use your responses to revise the survey 
before it is administeredbefore it is administered
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Training EvaluationTraining Evaluation

•• Now for the Post Test . . .Now for the Post Test . . .
•• The training evaluation results will be made The training evaluation results will be made 

available on NIJCavailable on NIJC’’s website (s website (www.nijc.orgwww.nijc.org) on ) on 
August 1, 2007. August 1, 2007. 

•• Thank you very much for your participation!Thank you very much for your participation!
•• Have a safe trip home.Have a safe trip home.


